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We wont promise 
you the moon... 

. 

.-but we'll help you reach 
for the stars! 
You may be writing amazing game 
programs either for an employer or at, 
home in your spare time — but are you 
getting the best returns for your skill 
and ingenuity? 

Here at DKTronics we can offer you 
the advantages of years of marketing 
experience — we currently have 46 
games on the market — many of them 
top:sellers. 

Ring Don Priestley to find out what we 
could be doing for you. * 
— . . 



How to use 
your guide 

By PETER SHAW 

A thriving industry has grown up around Sir Clive Sinclair’s com- 
puters — to make them do more or to improve their basic features. 

In this free supplement you'll find details of more than 125 add- 
‘ons, from keyboards to joysticks, printer interfaces to EPROMs. 

It’s been a big job and, because we have tried to cover as many 
products as possible, the reviews are brief, but with all the facts you 
need. 

At the end of the guide you will find the names and addresses of 
all the companies whose products are featured. 

They will be pleased to provide more information. 
To help you choose, we have included ratings — five means best 

value. In some cases where the text says “untested” the ratings are 
based on the specifications and prices 
A few points to bear in mind when you are using the guide: 

h product is first named alongside the computer/s it works 
with 

Any opinions given below are my own, based on long experience 
with both the ZX81 and the Spectrum. 

The prices, all including VAT, are ftom the companies’ own 
literature. You may find variations in the shops. Some products are 
only available by mail order, so far, which may add to the cost. 

Please remember that this sa fast-moving industry. Although we 
have made every effort to ensure accuracy, prices and speci 
change rapidly. Always check before buying. 

Index 

Keyboards, consoles, stands, cases .....4 

Joysticks and joystick interfaces ....- 

Sound amplifiers, programmable sound 
generators and speech units - 

Memory ............--..-- 

Printer interfaces . .. . 

Where to findthem . 

Spectrum program . . 



Keyboards, consoles, 
stands, cases 

Backpack 2X81/Spectrum 

Six models, all with save/load and on-off switches and space 
for the power supply. Top of the range also has a variable 
sound amplifier, three 13amp sockets, switch and neon 
indicator. Untested. 

£27.50-£12.85 Kelwood Computer Cases 

== 

Wobble Stopper 2x81 

Wobble stoppers are a great idea for those who get system 
crashes every time the Newline key is pressed. The idea is that 
the RAMpack is clamped firmly to the back of the computer. 
The prices of these may be a little steep for you, though. See 
also Miscellaneous section. 

small flat £5.25 
small tilted £6.25 
large flat £5.75 
large tilted £6.75 

(3) ERE 

Keybourds/ 
RAMpacks etc. 2X81/Spectrum 

A new range from Spanish company Indescomp, all housed in 
good-looking glossy black boxes. Includes a novel Domestic 
Controller for the Spectrum which has four outputs to control 
alarms, lights, heating and so on. Untested. Keyboards are 
typewriter-styie. 

Kelwood Computer Cases 

Spectrum keyboard £42.95 
ZX81 keyboard £39.95 
Domestic Controller £37.75 

Low-price console which will house the computer, power 
supply and RAM pack and could be adapted for add-ons. 
When not in use the ZX8! slides away inside. Untested. 

£3.99 Ricky Caplan 

Microstation/ 
Work Station 2ZX81/Spectrum 

The first is tray-shaped with space for computer and 
peripherals. The Work Station, suitable for other micros as 
well, is made of stove enamelled sheet metal and has on-off 
switch, four 13amp sockets and carrying handle. Room for 
peripherals and the TV stands on top. Accessories: Power 
Base (£10.50-£11), legs (£11) and keyboard dust cover (£2.50). 
Untested. 

Microstation £7.50 
Work Station 
desk top model £49 Kelwood Computer Cases 

SEE 

Executive Case Spectrum 

ABS plastic case with space for Spectrum — inclined for ease 
of use — power supply, ZX Printer, cassette recorder, six 
cassettes and spare printer paper. Lid has room for leads. A 
new design will hold Microdrives and earlier versions are con- 
vertible. Untested. 

£47.45 

GD eee 2 ese rcs| 
‘Treetop Designs 

Desk 2X81/Spectrum 

Made from black ABS plastic, this desk has recesses for com- 
puter and printer and the TV can rest on the top. Power supply 
and cables are hidden from view. Untested. 

‘@ Computer Desk 
Scientific Products 

Microcase 2X81/Spectrum 

Executive-style case with detachable lid to house computer, 
cassette recorder, power supply, ZX Printer and leads. Work 
station, from the same company, has space for Spectrum, 
recorder or Microdrive and monitor. Micro Aids also supplies 
other items like dust covers and planning aids, Untested. 

£32.95 
work station £22.95 

Oz = 
Micro Aids 

Console 2X81/Spectrum 

Made of plywood in a choice of three finishes: light or dark 
mahogany or black. Space for computer, cassette recorder, 
power supply, printer and — in slots on the top'— eight 
cassettes. Makers say it could also be used on the lap. 
Untested. 

£23.50 E.R. Cameron & Son 

CPST 
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A 
PROGRANVIMABLE 

JOYSTICK &, 
INTERFACE “= 

kel 

Spectrum 
or 2X81 

AGF PROGRAMMABLE INTERFACE 
Recognised as the only true Hardware 
Programmed joystick interface this product 
offers all the features associated with such a 
design. 
You can use any Atariccompatible j controler with any software for your 
lair Spectrum or ZX81, not just those with a 
joystick option. 
Movement of the joystick is recognised by 
the computer exactly the same as pressing 
the appropriate control keys, and can there= 
fore give the most immediate response to 
that movement. The hardware programmed 
design works with all possible’ key-reading 
methods, both BASIC and Machine Cod 
Eight directional movement, with o 
out the fire button being pressed, can be 
achieved by only programming the left, 
right, up, down and fire keys required by 
the game. 
Programming is achieved by a two-digit code, 
which is looked up on the Programming Chart supplied, for each direction and firing 
button, ‘These’ two numbers are then sele 
ected on a pair of Jeads which are clipped 
onto appropriately ‘numbered strips on the 
interface. 
Once configured this can be marked onto a 
Quick Reference Programming Card for 
storing with the game. As the programming is nor power dependent the interface can be 
immediately used when next switched on, 
The keyboard remains fully functional and KEY FEATURES ONLY can be used simultaneously with the joy- 
stick. * Programmable design gives TOTAL soft 
Af Integral rear expansion connector means WAT #UPDORt. 16.95 
there is no need to remove the interface to * Accepts Atari, Competition Pro, Wico, 

PACKAGE CONTENTS SUPPLIED 
able Interface Module as illus 

, complete with clip-on program: 
Teads. 

© Self adhesive programming chart detailing 
how to define which key is simulated by 
UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT, and FIRE, 

© One pack of ten Quick Reference Pro- 
gramming Cards for at-a-glance setting 
fo your games requirements. 

© 12 months guarantee and full. written. 
instructions. 

Connect other peripherals. Starfighter, Quick Shot, Le Stick etc. +£1PEP 
NB. A recent design improvement now * Rear extension connector for all other 
means thatthe AGF Programmable interface add-ons. 
works with the new Quickshot II rapid  * Free demo program and instructions. 
“Auto Fire” feature, 

Quickshot II. Joystick 
NEW IMPROVED GRIP: BUILT-IN STABILIZING SUCTION CUPS —— 
TRIGGER FIRE BUTTON : RAPID AUTO FIRE SWITCH : TOP FIRE-BUTTON 

FROM: MR/MRS/MISS 
ADDRESS 

SEND C.W.O. (NO STAMP NEEDED) TO: A.G.F. HARDWARE, DEPT. HCW. 
FREEPOST, BOGNOR REGIS, WEST SUSSEX, PO22 9BR. 

ary ITEM ITEM PRICE 
PROGRAMMABLE INTERFACE 27.95 
JOYSTICK(S) 17.95 

PACK(S) QUICK REFERENCE CARDS 1.00 
2x81 0 2X SPECTRUM L) Please tick FINAL TOTAL 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME EXPORT PRICES ON APPLICATION | 



The Perfect Partnership 
The features of this superb desk include 

Effective and economical space saving design 
* Attractive Teak effect finish 
* Ample desk top space to house the latest 
Home Computers 

* Rear cut-outs for connecting cables and leads 
* Raised section to accommodate portable T.V. 

* Large shelf and drawer for storage 
Stability 

* Durability 
* Practical, beautifully made and truly functional 
* Delivered flat-packed with full instructions for 

easy assembly 
* Specifications: 

Overall: 341" H, 38%" W, 18%4" D. 
Platform: 6” H, 1812" W, 9” D. 

* Excellent value 

omy £ FO. QDD +27 

POST THIS COUPON TO: 

| DISCOUNT Computer Supplies | 
| 14 SANDPIT PLACE, LONDON SE7 8HE | 

Please send me ...++.. Grenville Computer Desks at £39.95 + £10 P&P. | enclose 

| a CHEQUE/POSTAL ORDER for E....... payable to DISCOUNT Computer Supplies. | 

| Name sosvensase ausesss | 

| Address .........-+. cseens Fs cs a 

Signature eaniot s | 

Overseas —check for carriage Please allow 28 days for cevey_ 

SS I 



Console Spectrum 

A very cheap method, ‘comparatively, of putting your 
Spectrum on a tilt —in a console with its peripherals. The ZX 
Printer fits alongside and the power pack goes underneath. 
The one disadvantage is that it also looks pretty cheap, being 
made of shiny black corrugated cardboard. It comes packed 
flat and is very easy to assemble. 

£8.25 Print ‘n’ Plotter Products 

Console Spectrum/Zx81 

This black plastic console limits the expansion of the computer 
as it hides the port underneath a hood on which the television 
stands. The ZX Printer can still be used. Itis also a very bulky 
object, so you'll need a lot of space. 

£31.50 ‘Computeriock 

Work Station 2x81 

Made of black plastic, this is quite a nice work station. But 
again you are limited by the spaces which are already on the 
console — keyboards or motherboards are out when itis in 
use. The printer fits in the console with the power pack 
underneath. 

£16.50 Peter Furlong Products 

Casi 2x81 

A sturdy wooden box in which to place your ZX81. Although 
not thoroughly tested, I quite like the look of this one. It seems 
ideal for carrying your computer around. 

21 
slightly larger version £22 

2X 
CustomCase Spectrum/2x81 

This is the one you may have seen in W. H. Smith. It’s a brief- 
case which will hold your Spectrum/ZX81, power pack, 
printer, tape recorder and cassettes, etc. Thereis even space for 
the cables. Everything is protected by foam, which you could 
chop away to make space for other items, like Microdrives. 
The case itself is executive style in black with white metal 
trimmings. 

Kalenia Wood Products 

£38.95 Computer Cases 

Desk Console Spectrum 

‘Smart-looking unit in black ABS plastic which has switches for 
SAVE/LOAD/RUN and power, plus a “‘power on” LED. 

Traffic Technology 

Spectrum Keyboard Spectrum 

Strangely enough, part of the dk’ keyboard case is made of 
wood and part is plastic. The stick-on legends soon come off 
and there is no space bar. But it does have a useful numeric 
keypad. It is fitted by removing the Spectrum from its casing 
and fitting into the new unit with screws into pre-formed holes 
—a 15-minute job. The power pack can also fit inside, but it’s 
easier to leave it on the outside. 

£45 dk’tronics 

2X81/Spectrum 

‘The case is a bit “‘boxy”’, but the typewriter-style keyboard — 
angled like a real typewriter — is quite nice. Again, the com- 
puter case is removed and it screws in and there’s space for the 
power pack. There aretwo versions available, with standard or 
metal case. Good keyboard, but you can do better for your 
money. 
standard £35 
metal £50 ‘Computer Keyboards 

FbD42 /Spectrum 

This was one of the two original replacement keyboards — the 
other is now obsolete. Fitting means removing the computer 
from its case. But it also needs a little soldering to wire up the 
“power on” red LED. Made of plastic, the case is black and 
the keys — each guaranteed for a million depressions — are 
white with the legends screen printed so they will not come off. 
For the money it is excellent value. Its one drawback is that it 
has not got a space bar. 

£29.95 Fuller Micro Systems 

@ Smart-looking and useful desk console from 
Traffic Technology 
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JUST AROUND THE CORNER, A NEW 

| 

BLACK CRYSTAL 
The Classic, six program adventure game for the 48K Spectrum and 16K 2X-81 

computers, No software collection is complete without it 
LACK CRYSTAL is an eacellent graphics advent 

package” (Sinclair User, April '83) 
"BLACK CRYSTAL has impressed me by its sheer quantity and yenerally high 

Thave become an addict” (Home Computing 

‘and a well thought out 

quality of presentation, [amy al 
Weekly, Apri 83), 
SPECTRUM 48K 180K of program in six parts... only £7.50 
ZX-81 16K over 100K of program in seven parts. . only £7.50 

Why pay more for less of an adventure? 

THE ADVENTURES OF ST. BERNARD 
‘An exciting. fast moving, machine code, arcade game where you guide your 

Intrepid St, Bernard through the perils of the ley wastelands to rescue his Mistress 
from the clutches of the aborninable snowman, 48K Spectrum £5.9% 

THE CRYPT 
written by Stephen Renton 

Prepare yourself for the many challenges that shall confront you when you dare 
to enter "THE CRYPT 

You will battle with giant scorpions, Hell spawn, Craners, Pos-Negs and if you 
are unlucky enough — the Dark Cyclops in this arcade style adventure 
‘Available now for the 48K Specteum @ 4,95 

—EE 
| ZX COMPENDIUM 

| ar 
2-81 COMPENDIUM. 

Alien Intruder Wompus Adventure, Numerology, Hangman, Hieroglyphics, 
Movie Mogul 
The ideal software package for all 16K ZX-81 owners. Six major programmes on 
10 cassettes for only 
Alien Intruder Hieroglyphics — Both programs make good use of graphics and 

words to make a very entertaining package.” (Sinclair User, Aug ’82) 
Alien Hieroglyphics Wampus’ Movie — A varied mix fromm Carnell, ll featur> 

Jing imaginative responses and graphics and all of them good games for all ages 
(Hieroglyphics is particularly good for children).” (Popular Computing Weekly, 
Aug '82) 

‘STARFORCE ONE 
Take on the robot guardians of the central computer in a superbly stylised theee 

dimensional battle game 48K ‘0: rum £5 ¥ 
[100% MACHINE CODE ARCADE ACTION) 

THE DEVIL RIDES IN 
uttered the last incantations as the clock struck thirteen. All fell silent except f 

2 faint rustling in the corner. From out of the shadows they came, all Hell's fury 
against me but I was not defenceless until the Angel Of Death, astride a winged 
horse, joined the battle. Avoiding his bolts of hell fie, I took careful aim. My 
chances were slim, but if my luck held... 48K Spectrum £5. 

{Fast moving, machine code, all action, Arcade game) 



RANGE FROM CARNELL SOFTWARE 

Available through most good computer stores o¢ direc 
Carnell Softw: 

COMING SOON 
THE WRATH OF MAGRA 

lance of Evi 
Thied Age, Now we 

and “Volcanic Dus 
this tale of revenge 

The Wrath Of Magra” comes as three 

a LG, c 5 

AK 
Ltd, North Weylands Industrial Estate, Molesey Road, Hersham. Surrey KTI2 APL “ee Desesteebee yo chen henci CARNELL SOFTWARE LTD 



FDS Spectrum 

Although there have been many production problems, the 
FDS keyboard is finally here. It was well worth the wait. 
Moulded in black plastic, it has grey, black and red keys —and 
the legends are professionally screen printed so they should not 
come off for ages. And the FDS keyboard has all the keys you 
want, too: a full space bar, extra cursor keys, delete keys and 
extended mode button. Looking a little like the Lynx, it is 
sturdy and it is easy to fit the uncased Spectrum inside. It will 
also take Microdrives, the power pack, and other add-ons 
from Fuller and other companies. Allin all, the FDSis the best 
keyboard for the Spectrum. 

£49.95 Fuller Micro Systems 

® 
2ZXR Push-Button 
Keyboard 2x81 

This keyboard sticks firmly on top of the original ZX81 key- 
board providing a Spectrum-like feel. A much-improved 
design from the company’s earlier Button Set, all the rubber- 
like keys are clearly printed with exact reproductions of the 
original legends — unlike some other add-ons. It includes an 
overlay and stick-on labels so you can tailor the keyboard for 
particular applications, games for example. A good idea and 
well worth buying if you cannot afford the full-blown, all- 
singing, all-dancing keyboards mentioned here, 

£9.95 Filesixty 

® 
Keyboard and Buffer 2x81 

The keyboard is not thrilling, but it does have the advantage 
that you do not have to take your ZX8I out of its case — the 
Unit just attaches via a ribbon cable. Although itis very easy to 
fit it does mean that you have now got two separate units. The 
keys, typewriter style and angled, don't feel right but the case 
design is quite attractive in Memotech’s blue house colour. 

£34.95 Memotech 

@ Memotech’s ZX81 Keyboard 

@ ZXR Push-Button Keyboard for the ZX81 

Similar to the ZXR Push-Button Keyboard, but with hard 
plastic keys and legends in two colours. It sticks on top of the 
original keyboard, but two ribbon cables have to be plugged 
inside the computer. The price is a bit high. For a few extra 
pounds you could by a “proper” keyboard. 

£26.50 Kempston 

® 
Keyboard overlays Spectrum 

Designed for educational software, the Tactile keyframe fits 
over the Spectrum and takes a series of overlays in several 
shapes and colours. Tactile produces software to use the 
overlays. 

various Tactile 

Keyboard Spectrum 

Clearly marked keytops — some in five colours — cursor 
control pad with fire button and four direction buttons are 
included. Untested, but seems a little expensive. 

£53.45 Microtext 

Keyboard 2x81 

Low-profile keyboard has full-travel keys suitable for touch 
typing. A full set of legends with clear plastic inserts is 
provided. 

£30.95 Steatite Insulations 

@® 
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A SELECTION FOR SLEUTHS, SCREWBALLS, 
SLIMY WORMS OR SCHOLARS 

EASTWOOD MANOR SCREWBALL 
FOR USE WITH ANY ZX SPECTRUM 

 AREAS/ 

FOR USE WITH A BBC MICRO MODEL B 

worm 
FOR USE WITH A 48K ZX SPECTRUM 

seme £5-95 GAMES FOR JUST 

SEQUENCES 
FOR USE WITH A BBC MICRO MODEL B 

INCLUDING P & P VAT 
AND A LIFETIME GUARANTEE 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME TEL: (0438) 726155 
PROGRAMMERS! IF YOU HAVE MARKETABLE PROGRAMS WE SHOULD BE TALKING TO EACH OTHER 

PLEASE SUPPLY TO POLARSOFT LTD 
ENTERPRISE HOUSE 
ELDER WAY NAME _ — 

I ENCLOSE CHEQUE/PO FOR ——_________ 

STEVENAGE ADDRESS 
HERTS SG1 1TL = 

ZX81 - FORTH ROM 
with multi-tasking 

FORTH, bu 
yourself’ EPR 
plus VAT. Sor 

Coming Soon! 

Ask for details 

David Husband 
2 Gorleston Road, Branksome, 

Poole BH12 1NW 
Telephone: 0202 302385 

DENIS THROUGH 
THE DRINKING GLASS 

Why did Denis Thatcher visit the Pope wearing a truss 
and a parachute and carrying a lawn mower? 
What use is the cherry blossom? 
Who is that strange tramp in the woods? 
Only you can discover, but first you must deal with 
Ken Livingstone, Norman Tebbitt and lots of other 
characters in this zany political adventure. 

Written in humorous verse. 100% machine code 
using the Quill from Gilsoft. 

Losing is often funnier than succeeding — don’t play 
it, play with it. — 48K Spectrum £5.50 incl. p&p. 

ARCHIMEDES’ MAGIC SCREW 
Fresh from inventing the camel-driven date stoner, 
Archimedes is up to his neck in hot water again. Help 
him make new discoveries — help him discover the 
secret of the universe — help him find the soap. 
Probably the most difficult logic problem you will ever 
have to tackle. 

WAIT FOR THE DENNIS SEQUEL! THE TEBBIT 

Applications software specialities 
Dept. HCW, 8 St. Paul’s Road 

Peterborough PE1 3DW 
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© Fitting Softeach’s keyboard overlay 

Keyboard overlays Spectrum 

A kit to guide you to the right keys for playing games and so 
on, Ten overlays are provided with two sheets of sticky labels, 
one already printed and the other left blank for your own 
labels. 

£3.95 Softeach 

(4 perme TEES] 

Keyboards 2X81/Spectrum 

A special series of keyboards for physically disabled people 
includes a model with large keys. 

various Possum Controls 

Joysticks and 
joystick interfaces 

wuat, oddly-shaped joystick which works quite well. 
Finished in black, red and silver, it has a fire button on the 
base. A little expensive, perhaps? 

‘Consumer Electronics 

Competition-Pro 

Although it’s starting to age, the Competition-Pro is still avery 
good joystick. Sturdy and accurate, it has a tapered black shaft 
and two large red fire buttons on the base. 

£14.50 

CEE] 
Kempston 

Starfighter 

Short, stubby and easy to use — that sums up this joystick. 
Similar to the KRAFT model, it is in black with a single fire 
button on the base. 

Consumer Electronics 

Interface 2 Spectrum 

This is likely to become the standard joystick interface. It can 
take two joysticks and operates on keys 1-0. A ROM cartridge 
slot is on top and there is a selection of good quality software 
available on ROMs. A snag is that only the ZX Printer will fit 
n the rear edge connector because of the size of the slot. 

Sinclair 

‘ 

£19.95 

© Interface 2 from Sinclair with ROM cartridge game 
plugged in 

Intelligent 
Interface Spectrum 

A programmable interface which will work with any joysticl 
Unfortunately the program has to be loaded from tape and the 
keys selected every time you switch on or usea game which uses 
different control keys. It makes things time-consuming. The 
design isn’t wonderful, but the price isn’t too bad for a pro- 
grammable joystick. 

£24 
with joystick £29.90 

2 aT 
Joysticks Spectrum 

These two are mentioned together because they are so similar 
— the price is the same too — and you may find others of the 
same design. Both clamp on top of the keyboard and the short 
joystick moves buttons underneath which depress the cursor 
keys. Not tested, so rating based on price and supplied details. 

£9.95 

Cambridge Computing 
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A NEW, IMPROVED 
ZX81 KEYBOARD AT THE SAME 

OLD PRICE. £9.95. 

There's only one thing wrong with the 
ZX81 Its keyboard 

Or rather its lack of one. 
Since it’s flat your fingers don't feel as if 

there's any response to the pressure put on 
the keys. 

ZX81KEYS FILESIXTY KEYS 

In other words, you're not quite sure 
which keys you've pressed until the screen 
actually tells you. 

Our new, improved push button keyboard 
changes all that. 

lt matches the ZX81 perfectly. And the 
keys give a real calculator-type feel. 

Toset it up all you have to do is peel off the 
adhesive backing and stick it on top of the 
ZX81 touchpad. 

Because no tampering or soldering is 
involved the guarantee is not affected. And it 
will last for up to 34 million operations. 

But our keyboard doesn't just come 
loaded with features. With it comes a separate 
overlay and a set of coloured stick-on labels to 
make game playing easier. 

Its yours for the original price of £9.95. 
Whichever way you look at it, we think 

you'll agree that it's a keyboard that’s quite 
outstanding. 

Orders to Filesixty Ltd., FREEPOST, London W9 2BR, 
Cheques/PO made payable to Filesixty Ltd 
Please send me ___(aty) Keyboards at £9.95 each 
(including VAT and P&P). 
Total £ 

Name 

Address 

Filesixty Ltd., 25 Chippenham Mews, London W9 2AN, England. Tel: 01-289 3059. Telex: 268 048 EXTLDN G 4087. 
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JoySensor 

A touch sensitive rockable disc similar to the one used for 
Intellivision video game units. Includes fire button. A ni 
design, but an expensive luxury. 

£29.95 

2 TS 
‘Consumer Electronics 

Quickshot 

Avery popular joystick, well designed and nowavailable in the 
High Street chain stores. Black with two red fire buttons — 
one on top and one on the base. Suction pads hold it firmly 
while you play, but it is also designed to be comfortably hand 
held. I found it to be not particularly accurate 

£12.95 

Cee eee 
Protek 

Atari joystick 

The original. Very cheap but not very good. The inner plastic 
shaft does not last and there is one red fire button — which is 
too small — on the base. 

approx £7.50 Atari 

>= 

Programmable 
Joystick Interface Spectrum 

‘The best joystick interface now on the market, in my opinion. 
Programming is done by holding down a key and moving the 
stick to instal. Very easy to program for different games, 
particularly as the software is on an EPROM and not on 
cassette. 

Stonechip Electronics 

Interface Il/Programmable 
Spectrum/2X81 

Not very easy to program and the add-on itself looks messy. It 
involves wiring up to pins in the interface according to which 
keys your game uses. The advantage is that, being “hard 
wired”, it does not forget when you switch off. Ideal only if 
youare playing the same make of game all the time. Individual 
software houses tend to use the same keys for most of their 
programs. 

cursor £20.95 
programmable £33.95 

7S 

Kempston 
Interface Spectrum 

One of the first interfaces and therefore it has become the 
standard for which most games have an option. Well designed 
inaneat unobtrusive black case. Tricky to use if you have puta 
new keyboard around your Spectrum — you will then need an 
extender board. 

Kempston 

Master Unit/Fuller Box/ 
Amp Stick Spectrum 

Alll three add-ons include a joystick which works on port 127. 
‘An amazing amount of these units has been sold and com- 
mercial houses are just starting to realise this. See other 
sections for more details of individual unit 

Kempston 

£54/£29.95/£19.95 Fuller 

@) =a 

Joystick interface Spectrum 

Untested, but this interface is probably the cheapest on the 
market. Kempston compatible, it comes with a two-year 
guarantee. Ram Electronics says that, unlike some others 
model will allow rapid fire with the new Quickshot II joystick. 
Offered through mail order and retail. 

Ram Electronics 

Joystick interface Spectrum 

New and untested, this model contains a CMOS RAM, 
powered by atrickle-charge battery, which can store the names 
and keyboard details of up to 16 games for three months, say 
the makers. It can also be used as a pseudo-ROM for regularly- 
used routines. Accepts Atari-type nine-pin joysticks. Rating 
based on price and supplied details. 

Fox Electronics 
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Can you meet Laserwarp’s 
infinite Challenge? 

Atlast~a real challenge forthe 
arcade ace: Laserwarp, the most 
exciting arcade-style game around, 
in full, high-res graphics. It's got 
everything - fight your way through 
the ramships, space mines, homing 
droids, hyperspace chickens, 
interstellar pogos, and more, till 
you challenge the Master. Can you 
beat him? Can anybody beat him? 
Comes complete with Hall of Fame, 
coded verifiable high score- send 
yours in and see if you canwin the 
£100 Mikro-Gen are offering every 
month (full details in instructions) 
High scorers names will 
be published in a Hall of 
Fame in the computer 
press~and they will be 
invited to join ina Battle 
ofthe Champions. 

* Star Trek 
You won't find a more exciting 

version of this superb tactical 
role- play game - save the star 
systems from the Klingon attack. 
Runs in real time-so you have to 
make the right decisions fast. 
Comes complete with Captain’s 
Log & Operating Manual 

Just part of Mikro-Gen's great range — look out for Paradroids, Mad Martha Il 
Cruise Attack, Land of Sagan, Galakzions, Deffendar and many others. 
Available from WH Smith, Co-op, Boots, Menzies & other leading retailers, or 
direct from Mikro-Gen (Please make cheque/PO payable to Mikro-Gen & add 
40p post & packing 

44 The Broadway, Bracknell, Berks RG12 1AG Tel: 0344 427317 



Programmable Joystick 
Interface 2X81/Spectrum 

AGF’s interface is compatible with all software because you 
program it with clip-on connections to define which of the keys 
you wish to use. It attaches to the rear edge connector and 
provides another so it need not be removed. Two sockets for 
Atari-type joysticks. There is a free demo program called 
Video Graffiti, a quick reference card (extras are available), 
and AGF joysticks are £7.54 each. Untested. 

AGF Hardware 

Triga Command 
joystick Spectrum 

Animport from America, the Triga Command is shaped like a 
pistol butt with the fire button operated by your trigger finger. 
Moving parts are of nylon, not plastic. Complete with inter- 
face unit, Untested 

Datel Electronics 

© Triga Command joystick — use your trigger finger 

Joystick/ 
interface 2X81/Spectrum 

‘A new and inexpensive joystick and programmable interface. 
Untested. 

interface £24 
both £27.50 Voltmace 

Addpac JS11 Spectrum 

The package from Addpac Electronics comprises joystick, 
Mm program at a reasonable price. 

Addpac Electronics 

Pickard 
Controller 

Allows any Atari-type joystick to be connected to ZX81 or 
Spectrum and choose your keys. Untested. 

controller £20.45 
joystick £7.50 Success Services 

Joystick 

Close to arcade-style joysticks, this has three large push- 
button controls and 2K of RAM and plugs into the edge con- 
nector. Untested. 

Electrotech 

Interface Spectrum 

Reasonably-priced interface for Atari-type joysticks, plugs 
into edge connector. Untested. 

£14.95 Protek Computing 

Interface kit Spectrum 

Plug-in device which arrives as a kit and can accept two joy- 
sticks. Untested. 

£22.95 
joystick £7.99 Midwich 

Trickstick Spectrum 

There are only two mechanical parts — the small fire buttons 
— in the Trickstick, a novel replacement for joysticks. You 
hold it in your fist and move your thumb over two photo- 
transisters on the top for left-right and your index finger over 
two more for up-down. Untested, but East London Robotics 
says it allows proportional speed control and greater accuracy. 
Kempston compatible, and up to eight can be used simul- 
taneously. 

£28 East London Robotics 
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COLOSSUS CHESS 2-0 

4 7 a for both 
the chess 

player and the 
chess master 

"the finest Prosar 



Sound amplifiers, 
programmable sound 

generators and speech units 

U Speech Spectrum 

ne of my two favourite units, mainly because it is so easy to 
use. It “speaks” the letters and the BASIC keywords as you 
type them in. SS will hold anything you want the unit to say, It 
is simple to use with your own BASIC programs, by handling 
the sound ina form of allophones. So you would write hello as 
HE(LL)(OO). Upper and lower case decide intonation. Some 
commercial software makes use of U Speech for games. A 
recently-released example is Bug-Byte’s Birds and the Bees. 
Shaped a little like a black cassette case — and packed with 
Circuits inside — the U Speech unit just plugs into the port. Its 
one big problem is that you cannot plug anything on the back 
apart from the speech unit and, possibly, Microdrives. The 
sound comes out of the TV speaker, so if you use a monitor this 
will not work with it. 

£29.95 Currah 

Currah’s speech system — a favourite 

2xs 2X81/Spectrum 

Shaped like a large RAMpack and cased in black plastic, thisis 
a standard type of speech unit using the standard speech chip 
from Texas Instruments, which means it is controlled with 
allophones. It needs an external speaker to be heard, but also 
works by connecting the AUX socket of a cassette recorder or 
ahi-fi unit, 

£32.50 Timedata 

Z2XM 2X81/Spectrum 

Just like the ZXS, except that this provides three-channel 
sound through an internal amplifier. There is also a joystick 
socket and volume control. Sound is average and volume 
dod. 

£29.95 Timedata 

©) 

Fuller Box Spectrum 

A very attractive design, the Fuller Box plugs in flush with the 
back of the Spectrum and looks as if Sinclair Research had 
designed it. It adds a joystick interface, cassette interface and 
the all-important three-channel sound. This sound feature is 
used by software from Fuller and a few other software com- 
panies. However, the sound is rather tricky to use in your own 
programs. It includes an amplifier with volume conirolled by 
using a screwdriver. The Fuller Box can also be upgraded to the 
Master Unit (see below) which adds speech. 

£29.95 Fuller 

Master Unit Spectrum 

Exactly the same as the Fuller Box (above), but with the 
‘addition of fairly smooth speech. It also has a socket for an 
external amplifier, if needed. The price should be alittle less, 
though. 

£54.95 Fuller 

Amp Stick Spectrum 

Again, the same box as the Fuller Box. But this one contains 
just the sound amplifier and joystick interface. Good value for 
money. 

£19.95 ‘ Faller 

Big Ears 2X81/Spectrum 

A friend of mine has one of these units and says he is quite 
happy with it. Mind you, after paying more than £50 for it he 
would look a bit silly if he said it was rubbish! What the unit 
actually does is recognise your voice so you can speak instruct- 
ions to your computer. It has to be “trained” to your voice. 
Possible uses include acting on the word “fire” in your games 
or controlling peripherals. It won't talk back, of course. The 
software supplied is hardly good enough to justify buying this 
unit and it requires a.port to use it, I understand. I don’t 
recommend this one. 

£55 William Stuart Systems 

@ Timedata’s ZXM sound system 



ADS THE ULTIMATE IN PERIPHERALS FOR THE 
SPECTRUM, JUPITER ACE & BBC MICROCOMPUTERS 
Se eemasinatin @ Caeurae:,  NTERSFRINTERSPRINT! 
Systems. Our team of highly experienced designers Enables the connection of Sinclar Peripherals tothe Advanced Dat Systems ar now alo Sup} so the very latest tochniques to produce afaptable GC Model Fst Sotware package cluded Sn meetin Tamar es rome puter peripherals — at a price you Can Gives an amazingly cheap entry into printing on the 3x80 — £278 100 — £532 

J te BBC model B by allowi ‘to use the ZX Printer ‘eRXSOFT — £306  e TRACTOR FEED 
Cad eo CCADCAM, ping a neat “PTE er istgs, Messe alow 28 day er sind POA MEGHANSM FOR THE 
‘Gold plated connectors are used, wherever the ZX PSU orine equvaentavalale rom us at SEKOSIA =0P1004 — cig), «IEG RUSNESS 
possible, to ensure good electrical contact. £5.96 ine VAT NOOVC E206" PRINTERS 

‘All products carry a 12 month guarantee 
‘All units are “Plug in and go” 

PRINTER INTERFACE 1 
Centronics Interface for the Sinclair 

‘Spectrum. £34.50 inc. VAT. Comes complete with 
approx 1 metre of cable, centronics plug and 
software. 
‘© Software recognises LLIST and LPRINT enabling 

Print-outs direct from Basic, Also adaptable COPY 
routine for graphics printers, 

PRINTER INTERFACE 2 
Centronics Interface for Jupiter Ace. £39.95 

including VAT and Software. 
‘Same unit as the Spectrum Interface but with 

GP 700A (colour printer) — £399 
MANNESMAN  ©MT80 with Parallel Interface £270 
TALLY ‘SMT8O wih Serial Iterface £312 

Pease send me the tems a5 ticked 
‘enclose cheque order fot Total 
Include £100 for past and packaging) 
Cheques payable to Advanced Digital Systems Lia 
Centronics Base Unit or Sinclar Spectrum 
£34.50 in. VAT 8 Software 
Jopier Ace Version Base Unit and Adaptor 
£39.95 inc. VAT & Software 
ZX Ace Adaptor and Software £9.95 Inc. VAT 
12 Amp PSU. £595 nc. VAT 
2K BBC Adapter Unit £24 95 Inc. VAT and Software 
PSON SEIKOSHA 

ce ee ee PERIPHERAL INTERFACE 3 — ZX ACE GerooM 
Package Using the adapter card and the Mxo0/3 — 6403 GP S0DA our ne 

‘Software supplied, the Sinclair ZX Printer can be X10 — £532 £399 
connected tothe Jupiter Ace. Special Introductory MANNESMAN 4780 wit Paral istace C270 
en a Te MTB min Sel ntact C32 

PRINTERS — ic VA 8 Dlney 
: :, MANUFACTURERS AND DESIGNE! Name 

MICROCOMPUTER PERIPHERAL naoress, a 

9 Bonchurch Road. PORTSMOUTH. 

ye For International Enquiries (0705) 754160. Prestel Account No. 705-823825 9 Bonchurch Road. Portsmouth. Hampshire PO4 BRY SYSTEMS LI. srenevcarn nse rosieant noon Hea atin 

STOMPING : . 

araN ricannta Odi Ware 
Machine Cove ice “Mewaneoet [ERS EAlTaw GRAND PRIX DRIVER 

pede SOPHIA | ¢..30 ut machine code Formula One racing car (fishers oe feana. Can atoner a nee rad area 
raat L Kayeosrd, haorace @\or Kerwnosh gos foc 

: Speech and race Ope," .90 (atk ony) 

Machine Code Arcade Type 
Game. Can you run HOME 
to the next screen in the all action, musical game? 
£4.95 (48K only) 

YW, 4 BRITANNIA SOFTWARE 
Trade co LTD 

enquiries 116 Woodville Road 
—" CARDIFF CF2 4EE 

rN Tel: 0222-25803 Cheques'POs payable to BRITANNIA SOFTWARE 
Prices include P&P and VAT. All orders are 
processed on receipt 



Chatterbox 2X81/Spectrum 

Another add-on in the sound line from William Stuart. But 
this time instead of understanding your speech, it speaks to 
you through its own speaker. It uses allophones which are 
acceptably easy to program. Chatterbox is equipped also with 
two external amplifier sockets — one stereo and one mono — 
and has an edge connector for other peripherals. Pretty good, 
really, but the price is a bit too high. 

William Stuart Systems 

—_— 

Soundbox 2X81/Spectrum 

The sound version of the Chatterbox (above). Above average 
three-channel sound and quite easy to program. Nice, but 
needs an external amplifier. 

£27.95 

GC ES 
William Stuart Systems 

Sweet Talker Spectrum 

One of the simplest speech units to use, Sweet Talker has its 
‘own speaker. But the speech is not as smooth as some I have 
heard and the priceis a little high. Not Microdrive compatible, 

£34.95 

laine 
Cheetah 

© Cheetah’s Sweet Talker — one of the simplest to use 

Add-On Spectrum 

A very nice add-on from Micro-Power, including a pro- 
‘grammable sound generator, amplifire and joystick interface. 
The sound is easy to set up and the amplifier is very powerful. 

Micro Power 

@ a 

@ Telesound sends sound to your TV speaker 

Telesound Spectrum 

A small device which means opening up the case and attaching 
a couple of wires, reckoned to be a five minute job. An 
advantage is that it leaves the edge connector free. It then can 
be used to send sound to the TV speaker for far better quality 
than the Spectrum beeper. A friend of mine found it tricky to 
tune to the TV. 

£9.95 Compusound 

2) ee 

Specsound Spectrum 

At only £7, this is pretty good value for an amplifier. It plugs 
into the load/save sockets, leaving the edge connctor free. It 
has a volume control and an on/off swtich and the power is 
from a battery. It might have been a better idea to take the 
power from the computer to avoid buying batteries. 

£7 Kelwood 

© Michael Belk, of Kelwood, with his Specsound 
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— — — for top quality programs 

Make learning fun with these top quality educational games! 
Spas Ming Wort 

iad onc 

Maths 
Invaders - 
answer the, 
questions 

yectrum 16/48k,s A y (Spectrum 48k, 

Spectrum programs only £6-95 BBC, Electron & Commodore 64 only £7-95 
Ask for Stell Software at larger branches of Boots, John Menzies, 
and all good computer shops, where most titles are available. 

In case of difficulties order direct from Stell Software. Dealers should contact their regular distributors. 

NONI NISE GuCation) 
Ceall Cattware ltd 2F limefield Ave Whailev lance RRA On * 



@ ZON X from Bi-Pak 

ZON X 2X81/Spectrum 

‘Phe first sound unit I ever owned was the ZON X for the ZX81 
and it’s still one of my favourites. A very easy unit to program 
once you get accustomed to the instructions which, although 
very good, need to be read a couple of times. There is also a 
volume control knob on the unit, 

£25.95 
Spectrum adaptor board £6.80 Bi-Pak 

@ = 

Sound Booster Spectrum 

Not tested, Zeal’s Sound Booster has a 3in loudspeaker, 
load/save feature to avoid plugging and unplugging plus a 
volume control knob. Plugs in externally and requires no 
batteries. Mail order. Rating based on price and supplied 
details. 

£14.99 ‘Zeal Marketing 

@ Compact Sound Booster from Zeal 

Trichord 2X81/Spectrum 

Plugsin for music and sound and incorporates a PROM which 
contains routines to create many effects. Untested. 

‘ZX81 £26.95 
Spectrum £24.95 Petron 

@ EES SEE 

s-Pack Spectrum 

You can call from BASIC programs a total of 71 built-in 
words, phrases, numbers and letters. And there are three more 
Word Pack ROMS, at £14.95 each, on sale. Untested. 

£49.95 DCP Microdevelopments 

@ S-Pack, from Microdevelopments, has a built-in 
vocabulary 

Speech Synthesiser Spectrum 

‘Small unit, with speaker, external output and volume control, 
which works by building up individual sounds until you have 
complete sentences and words. Includes a how-to-do-it guide. 

it Instruments 

‘Speech 
Syrthesiser 

° 
~ 

e 

© Spirit Instruments Speech Synthesiser stands upright 
when plugged into a Spectrum edge connector 
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NEW HOME COMPUTER CABINET 

SPECIAL OFFER £79.95 
incl. VAT & Delivery 

Especially designed for your home computer system, 
whilst also accommodating your video recorder. 
Our cabinet has been custom designed after intensive 
consultation with P.C. users to provide maximum 
comfort and convenience during those long hours spent 
slaving over a hot micro. 
The cabinet includes many features not previously 
available, and as well as combining the very best 
aspects of modern furniture design, it provides an 
ergonomic and practical layout for all the major com- 
ponents of your system 
In fact, we are proud to claim that your cabinet will look 
perfectly at home in your lounge, dining room, or even 
bedroom 

321%" height. 36” width, 16%,” depth. 

JUST CHECK THESE STANDARD FEATURES 

‘Smooth sliding shelf locks in position just where you require it—and 
neatly glides away glter use. 
The computer shelf has been designed to allow adequate Knee 
room’ for you to sit comfortably, and will avoid "programmers back 
ache 
‘Adequate room to position tape recorder. printer. disc-drives, etc 
alongside computer for ease of use 
‘All cables neatly and safely out of sight, while allowing all units tobe 
permanently connected if desired 
Lots of storage space for cassettes, cartridges, books. listing paper 
joysticks, etc 
With shelves and doors closed, instantly becomes an elegant piece é # 
of furniture 
The lower shelf accommodates all makes ot video recorders 
currently available, 
‘Smart teak effect finish 

9 Supplied as a tlal-pack. Very simple to assemble, using just a 
Screwdriver. Full instructions supplied, 

TERMS OF OFFER Uk Mainland Customers only. Please allow up to 28 days for delivery. Cash with order or charge to one of the credit card 
accounts specified. Money back guarantee if not satisfied provided the goods are returned undamaged within 72 hrs of the customer taking receipt 

ORDER FORM 

Please send me one of your new Home Computer Cabinets as advertised. 1 enclose my cheque for £79.95 or please debit my 

Access/Barclaycard No Name (Block letters) ..............5 «+. Signed . 

Address 

MARCOL CABINETS, 8 Bugle Street, Southampton SO1 OAJ. Tel: (0703) 38455 

(24hr answering) 



THE ABYSS. You have to fi 
recover these magical 
and fight all the way by 
annihilating all those who stand 
In your way. 

JS 

® ANAM = 

Enjoy the hilarious antics of the 
Comical Mouso as he overcomes 
all dangors to win the heart of the 
lovely princess by collecting her 
lost diamonds. He must elim 

to jump across 
‘and outwit his pur 
‘be anchanted by the smooth pial 
‘movement of multicolour sprites. 

Six sereans with thee 

Realise your dreams of being king 
of the open skies. Fly your 
aircraft into unrelenting dog fights 
with enemy fighters, Prove how 
well you can handle your craft, 
Five stages of spectacular scenic 
graphics. Two player option, 

JS. 

‘Think before you jump on the 30 
hexagonal pyramid. Avoid being 
crushed by massive rubber balls 
{and the deadly fangs of COILY the 

THE NAME FOR 

Manoeuvre your patrol craft over 
giant’ moon craters avoiding 
boulders and mines. Keep an eve 
(on the hovering aliencraftbenton 
bombing you out of exstence 

48. 

Enter the 
battle wit 
breathing Red 
Intriguing role playing graphical 
adventure with SAVE" facility to 
‘continue the adventure. 

£098 

A star trek game with adifference, 
3D graphics, real arcade action 
and @ game of strategy against 
marauding space pirates 
Additional features, 

K.B, AND J.S, 

‘Second in the series. Pit your wits 
‘against the cunning dwart A 
graphical adventure with ‘SAVE’ 
facility 

KB. £6.96 

ALL 64 GAMES ARE N' EQUIF 
2 x 

TURBO LOADER. THI: 

LOAD FAST! 

NO SPECIAL EC 
ySTACK LIGHT RIF! 

ALSO AVAILABLE 



ALITY AND INNOVATION 

ANIROG SOFTWARE LTD., 
Trade Enquiries. 
29 WEST HILL DARTFORD KENT (0322) 92513/8 
Mail Order. 
8 HIGH STREET HORLEY SURREY 
24 HOUR CREDIT CARD SALES HORLEY (02934) 6083 
PAYMENT BY CHEQUE P.O. ACCESS/VISA 
50p POST & PACKAGING 

—_— 
A Hewe El 

rl head | 
EI E 

Bomb and blast your way through 
the six defence sectors and 
destroy the command module of 
the COBRON empire, Keepaclose Including pie factory and collaps 
eye on the fuel as the city sectors of KONG'S lair 
may not have any fuel dumps KB/S, 

48. 

All the thrills of the arcade game 
brought to life by the stunning 
animated graphics. Four screens 

Your party of six is under attack 
As Indians gallop round the cabin. 
some tty to sneak through the roof 
‘or window. Aim true or yours will 
bbe the last scalp lifted 
J-8./Stack Light Rifle £5.96 

‘A golaxian-type game. Shoot 
the alien-craft as they swoop 
down on you. You cannot shoot 
them while they are protected by 
the force field 
.8,/Stack Light Rifle £5.96 

‘D WITHTHE: ANIROG SUPERFAST 
QUR CASSETTE GAMES WILL NOW 

THAN DISCS. « 

"MENT REQUIRED 4 

SAMES NOT TURBO 

NDISC £9.95 

As alien fighters zoom into Join the rion a 
formation to attack you, the iwenty screen journey through 
mother ship manoeuvres to the | swamps 10 
capture your craft with hy an ancient Aztec tomple, Tr 
traction beam, One hundred gorillas, the pirabna 
screens of smooth moving pixel crocadil 
graphics. Two player option spider ‘mention th 

KB/S. voodoo very little tim 

The commandos have been sent 
to destroy your ammunition 
dumps. They weave intricate 
patterns as they advance, There ‘are dolermined to wipe out the 
an extra hazard of targi human race, There are twenty 
snatchers 10 hamper your aim. levels including three special 
aim waves » BRAIN WAVE » GRUNT 
J:S./Stack Ught Rifle £6.95 WAVE and, TANK, MAU 



Sound Synthesiser Spectrum 

Plug-in module for three-channel sound with envelope 
control, amplifier and speaker plus two input-output ports. 
Untested. 

£28 Signpoint 

sSound/ 
Power Base 2X81/Spectrum 

Sound Power Base has an amplifier, on-off switch, load/save 
switch, all cables and angles for the Spectrum and is said to 
save wear on connections, Power Base omits the amplifier and 
is also for the ZX81. Untested. 

Sound Power Base £19.95 
Power Base: 
Spectrum £13.50 
7X81 £13 

BEEP Amp Spectrum 

Mains operated, this unit plugs into the MIC socket and has an 
eight watt amplifier with a 10 watt woofer and tweeter in a 
small speaker unit. 

£23.95 Hypnotech 

Memory 

‘@ Basicare’s add-ons for ZX81 and Spectrum are finished 
in grey and are easily stackable 

Basicare makes a wide range of RAM packs and other add-ons 
for both Sinclair computers. It includes Pericon B, a unit for 
the Spectrum with 24-line output to drive relays. Untested. 

Pericon B £30.15 Basicare 

Upgrades 16K Spectrums to 48K of RAM — for issue two 
Spectrums only. Untested. 

£24.50 Fountain 

ARAM board fits inside issue one Spectrums to upgrade from 
16K to 48K of RAM. Issuetwo Spectrums require 12 ICs which 
replace existing ICs. Same price for both. Untested. 

£42.50 IRS Software 

Specspansion plugs into rear edge connector to givea four-slot 
motherboard and a 24-line bi-directional programmable port 
board. A cassette is provided to give programming aid. 
Makers F. B. Tronics plans to make arange of additional cards 
for use with its board. Untested. 

£30 approx F.B, Tronics 

RAM kits to upgrade issue one or issue two 16K Spectrums to 
48K. Both include Delta Chipchek, a memory diagnostic 
cassette providing testing of 16K and the 32K extension. 
Untested. 

Issue one £37 
Issue two £31 Delta Research 

Model SP48 expands the 16K Spectrum to 48K of RAM and 
the SP80 takes the computer to 80K of RAM. Both are in 
versions for issues one or two. Untested. Free with SP48: 
Beyond Horizons tape for advanced programming. 

Issue one SP48 £35 
Issue two SP48 £23 
Issue one SP80 £50 
Issue two SP80 £46 East London Robotics 

dk’tronics makes 16K and 48K RAM packs for the ZX81 and 
upgrades for the 16K Spectrum to add 32K of RAM 

ZX81 16K £22.95 
ZX81 48K £52.95 
Spectrum issue one 32K £35 
Spectrum issue two 32K £30 dk’tronics 

Computer Add-Ons has a 16K RAM pack and a 64K model, 
both forthe ZX81, and upgrades to 48K for issues one and two 
of the 16K Spectrum. 

‘ZX81 16K £22.95 
‘ZX81 64K £52.95 
‘Spectrum issue one 32K £35 
Spectrum issue two 32K £30 Computer Add-Ons 

Finished in shiny black, Indescomp's ZX81 memory ex- 
pansions for the ZX81 give an additional 16K, 32K or 64K, and 
there is a 32K version for the Spectrum. 

ZX81 16K £16.95 
‘ZX81 32K £21.70 
ZX81 64K £32.69 
Spectrum 32K £28.50 Indescomp 

Cheetah says its 32K upgrade for the 16K Spectrum has been 
specially designed to avoid wobble. 

£39.95 ‘Cheetah Marketing 
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NO INTERFACE!!! SPECTRUM-STICK 
ONLY £9.95 inc. VAT. P&P 
© Operates cursor keys READ WHAT THE 
directly PRESS SAYS: 
© Simply clips onto paps 
case low cost joystick”. 
@ Leaves rear socket POPULAR COMPUTING 

free for i WERLY 
@ No wiring on tRobastly made & handles 

iS axic control well” PERSONAL COMPUTER GAMES 
“an ingenious device. © One hand operation 

© Essential for all flight 
simulation games 
© Ideal for plotting & drawing sccwecy 
© Tough Marany! Nylon moving 
parts 

found it to work well” ZX COMPUTING 
“the best feel joystick. .. produces 8 

Now that most modern programs offer user-defined or cursor key choice, Spectrum 
Stick is being used more and more, even by owners of interface type joysticks who 
prefer the light one-handed control plus the freedom to plug in other accessories to 
the Spectrum rear sockets. 
We cannot lst all the programs suitable for Spectrum-Stick, but here are @ few: 

Fighter Pot Nightigne Knotin 30 Fight Simulation Vea Frogay Wheelie 30 Desert Pa 

Morn meets Bikers tte. Ete. Ete 
CLIP-ON AND TURN ON to SPECTRUM-STICK 

Exh Betence 

To: Grant Design Ltd. Bank House, Reepham, Norfolk NR10 4JJ 
Please rush me a Spectrum-Stick controller. 

Jenclose Cheque/PO for £9.95. (Payable to Grant Design Ltd) 
CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 0603 870852 (24 hour) 

Please charge my Acess Visa Credit card No. 

Eek Ele 
NAME 
ADDRESS 

POST CODE 

CHRISTINE 
COMPUTING Ltd 

6 Florence Close, Watford, Herts. 
0923) 672941 

TI-99/4A 
HARDWARE 

32K Stand alone ram £125 
Arcade quality joystick £22 
Cassette interface leads — single £5.40 

—dual £6.90 
UFO, Cass File, Sir Slurp A Lot, Fruit 

Machine. As reviewed in Home Computing 
Weekly. All £4.95 each. 

Atari/Commodore to TI joystick interfaces 
single £6 
dual £8.50 

SOFTWARE 
We are able to offer our own range as well as selected 
items from Stainless Software, Tomputer, Fantasia 99 
and many more. 

For full list send SOp (refund Ist order) or 
cheque/PO with order to above address. 

Please add SOp p&p to any order under £10. 
THANK YOU. 

“IT LOOKS NICE 
BUT WHAT THE HEL 
CAN! DOWITHIT?” 

Every 2X SPECTRUM Print n Plotter Jotter has 100 pages of finely 
printed screen grids. 
50 for the high resolution screen. 50 for the normal character 

screen. 
With these at your disposal you can plan practically any graphics print: 

‘out £0 program into your computer. 
The high-resolution PLOT grid shows every one of the 45,060 pixels! 

Every one printed. Every one with its co-ordinate numbers, This gives 
‘you enormous graphics power to DRAW, PLOT, CIRCLE, PLOT OVER and so 
On in any position or screen bullding up graphic drawings, charts, maps. 
In fact anything without the complications of guesswork, Integer 

‘Gut of range, or wrongly positioned pixel colours which change PRINTed 
INK characters! 
The normal character PRINT grids on the other hand will allow you to 

bespecific about PRINT AT. TAB, PRINT OVER, SCREENS anc! INK/ PAPER in 
Girect co-ordination with PLOT... vou see every page Is printed on high 
quality tracing paper... ideal to overlay on to illustrations and ‘copy 
Or co-ordinate. 
And there's another bonus, because each page contains 24 User: 

definable grids — 2400 per pad! 
‘With 50 pages of PLOT grids, 50 pages of PRINT grids 2400 user. 

definable grids, a set of colour pens, a printed PIXEL RULER and our 
‘Special Offer of demo programs, IT$ THE BEST VALUE IN 2X GRAPHICS PROGRAMMING. 

css ssssss==““= 
Post today to Print ‘n’ Plotter Products, 19 Borough 
High Street, London SE1 9SE or phone: 01-403 6644 
(General) or 660 7231 (Credit Card Sales). 

Name: 

Address 

ZX SPECTRUM JOTTER @ £9.00each 
ZX SPECTRUM KEYBOARD OVERLAYS, 
@ £2.95 per pack 
ZX PRINTER PAPER @ £12.50 per five rolls 
ZX SPECTRUM DEMO CASSETTES @ 95p each 
2X81 JOTTER PADS @ £3.50 each 
2X81 FILMS @ £2.25 each 
ZXB1 GRAPHICS PROGRAMMING GUIDE 
@ £1.50 eacn 

Remittance enclosed. Please bill my Access /Barclaycard/ 

Pring, pot tet 

hols 
Lee ee eee ee ee ee ol 

All prices include VAT, P&P. 
Overseas orders please add 
25% for additional surface mail 



‘@ Camel's memory expansions for the ZX81 offer other 
features too 

‘Camel's 64K Dream-81 expansion for the ZX81 hasan LED to 
show when power is on, a link option to disable the 0-16K area 
of RAM and is designed to accept an EPROM as an altern- 
ative. ROM-81, a memory expansion unit for the ZX81, 
enables you to read useful routines and commonly used data 
stored in an EPROM, 

Dream-81 £80.44 
ROM-81 £17.20 Camel 

© Memotech’s high-resolution graphics Memopak 
sandwiched between Memotech’s 32K expansion and a ZX81 

Memopaks are a range of ZX81 RAM units which fit neatly 
along the back of the computer and can be stacked. There are 
also Memopacks for hi-res graphics, and Centronics and 
RS-232 printer interfaces. 

16K £29.90 
32K £49.95 
64K £79 
‘Others £39.90 Memotech 

‘The ZX Panda, adding 16K, has a power-on LED but no edge 
connector at the back, but a further 16K can be added inside 
with a RAM board. Stonechip also makes a range of Spectrum 
add-ons, including light pen, keyboard, programmable joy- 
stick iriterface and echo amplifier. 

£19.95 
RAM board £14.50 Stonechip Electronics 

16K and 32K RAM packs for the ZX81. 

16K £28.95 
32K £29.95 Data-assette 

16K RAM pack from Audio Computers incorporates feet to 
bring it upto the same height asthe computer and a plastic grip 
to hold it in place. 

£19.95 Audio Computers 

Printer interfaces 

© Rear view of Sinclair's Interface 1, fitted to a Spectrum 

2X Interface 1 Spectrum 

Screws to the underside of the Spectrum, tilting it forward. It 
controls up to eight Microdrives, has an RS232 interface for 
full-size printers, joystick interface, and can network up to 64 
Spectrums at 100K baud. I would be more impressed if they 
were more readily available. 

£50 
if bought with Microdrive £30 Sinclair 

TS 2x81 

‘An RS232 interface enabling the use of “‘real’” printers with 
the ZX81. Not very easy to use. 

£32.20 Cobra 

QE Ee 

RS232 Spectrum 

‘The Spectrum version of the TMS (above). 

£33.50 Cobra 
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BBC Microcomputer System @\\)] FOR RELIABILITY TEXAS INSTRUMENTSTI99/4A 

OFFICIAL BBC ie RS 
COMPUTER 
DEALER 

fim 
om 

SEIKOSHA , oe 
DOT MATRIX 

100% BBC COMPATIBLE MITSUBISHI PRINTERS WITH 
RIVES a AND TEAC SLIMLINE DISK DRIVES HIGHRES. 

= eae 

THE AFFORDABLE DAISYWHEEL 
PRINTER. —————. 

fz COMPLETE WORD PROCESSOR 
FOR ONLY £1,099 + VAT 

PROFESSIONAL MONITORS 

Sr hs BROTHER HR-15 PRINTER 

‘SHARP MZ 700 SERIES 
COLOUR COMPUTER 

=n | 

£60 worth of software FREE — ten games 
‘SPECIAL PRICE £199 VAT = £228.85 

‘ORDERING INFORMATION 
Akhter instruments Limited ; 
28 BURNTMILL, HARLOW, ESSEX CM20 2HU. UK. Soo ICNS, oof : ™e zt 

TEL: HARLOW (0279) 443521 OR 412639 = . ‘ 
TELEX 905001 REF = AiS ‘Spec HOURS: won Sons pm, SA OumZpm. 



RS232/ 
Centronics 2X81/Spectrum 

Two interfaces in one box for both computers and both at the 
same price. Uses the full width of any compatible printer at a 
selection of baud rates. Spectrum model has a built-in opera- 
ting system for word processing and software is planned for 
the ZX8I to allow word processing and graphics. Untested. 

Morex Peripherals £39.95 

C — EET 

Spectrum and Tandy colour printer-plotter linked by 
Softest’s interface 

Spectrum/Tandy Spectrum 

Well-priced and very useful interface allows you to use Tandy’s 
CGP-I15 four-colour printer-plotter (£149). It includes 
machine code software so you can print text, listings, plans, 
drawings, PCB layouts, charts and a wide range of print sizes. 
Using the printer’s four ballpoint pens — red, green, blue and 
black — you can overprint in different colours. Additional 
software, at £5, allows you to dump the screen to the printer. 
Untested, but well worth the money. 

£35 Softest 

S) EET 

Centronics 2X81/Spectrum 

Complete with a yard of cable and plug and a 12-month 
guarantee, ADS’ interface includes software to recognise 
LLIST and LPRINT for BASIC listings. Can be used with the 
Jupiter Ace with an adapter card and additional software. 
Untested. 

@ 

Kempston Centronics 
Interface Spectrum 

The interface Luse in preference to the rest. Itis very adaptable 
and you can easily define your own printable characters. I use 
it as part of a Spectrum-based word processing system. 

Advanced Digital Systems 

Kempston 

2 

Hilderbay Centronics 
Interface Spectrum 

Same features as the Kempston interface (above), but of a 
different design. Includes mini-word processor software. 

Hilderbay 

oe ee 

RS232 2x81 

Awell-designed, snug fitting interface which holds software in 
ROM. Finished in Memotech’s blue and silver colours, it 
works very well 

£39.95 

2 RE ae AY 
Memotech 

Centronics 2x81 

Similar in style to the RS232 version and works just as well. 

Memotech 

Printer-face Spectrum 

Cased like the Master units and Fuller Box, software is in ROM 
and the unit is very easy to use. Two models for serial or 
parallel printers. High resolution screen dump program 
included. 

RS232 £35.75 
Centronics TBA 

2X LPRINT 2X81/Spectrum 

A very good add-on with ROM-based software. Initialised on 
power-on. As used by Home Computing Weekly. 

£53.48 

il ceaiaieiimeniinmtd 

Pr, 

Euroelectronics 

A 

= 
‘@ Kempston’s Centronics interface 
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WHAT ARE MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURES? 
MYSTERIOUS: (Adjective): ‘Baffling, full of mystery, strange or unaccountable”. 

ADVENTURE: (Noun): “An enterprise full of risk or danger, an experience of unforeseen events endangering the 
participants life, a gamble on failure or success”. 

To start play on a MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURE is to take a step out of the world of reality and into the world of dreams. 
Your computer is your guide on these fantastic journeys in time and space where danger is ever present and solutions to 

problems seldom come easy. 
By typing in simple commands in plain English you can “talk” to your computerised guide and tell it what your next 

actions are to be. 
MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURES bring a frightening reality to the surreal situations in which you will find yourself. You 
will become involved in these strange worlds of the imagination, you will feel anger when things seem to be moving 

against you, you will feel elated when you overcome obstacles that are set in your way. Eventually you will feel overjoyed 
as you reach the climax of your mission and success is yours. 

‘Any MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURE is not a mission to be taken lightly, success will never be instant ~ just as Rome was 
not built in a day, so each Adventure can rarely be completed in one session. To this end a “SAVE GAME” feature has 
been incorporated in each of the Adventures. This means that at any given time during play of an Adventure, you can 
store on tape your precise whereabouts, your equipment carried, and any other pertinent details about your present 

status. 

NEW DEVELOPMENTS ON MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURES 

Over the past few years, Adventure programs on Computers have almost always been presented in the classic “Text 
only” mode. For most Adventure players this has indeed been the way they prefer to play Adventures. The mental imagery 

generated by such an approach is limited only by the player's own imagination. One of the main reasons for the 
“Text only” approach has been the lack of hardware capabilities with regard to Graphics resolution ~ Pictorial Adventures 

could at best be only very limited in scope. 
This situation is changing now however, and Brian Howarth, author of the MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURES series, has 
spent many hours incorporating Graphics into the Adventures. By working in close conjunction with Jon Blacow, a 

professional Artist, Brian has produced a series of extremely vivid and imaginative Adventures. Each MYSTERIOUS 
ADVENTURE now features, in addition to the Text description, pictorial “views” of your current location and 

surroundings, As you enter each new location, a high resolution, colour picture is rapidly drawn. The effect of this is to 
bring much more reality to the Scenario, you can actually see the situation you are faced with and act accordingly. It 
must be stressed that each picture has been designed so that it will enhance, rather than conflict with your mental 

imagery. At the single stroke of a key, you can erase the picture and carry on with your Adventure in text only if this is 
your preference. We are confident that no other Adventure programs can boast such breathtaking realism and 

imagination combined with the flexibility and ease of play that have made MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURES such a 
phenomenal worldwide success. 

In addition, the Adventures now features full sentence decodit \g as standard. These mean that you are no longer 
restricted to inputting \gle or two-word commands. You can now type in whole sentences in more or less plain English. 

Your computer will quickly analyse the sentence and perform a whole string of your commands. Just another feature 
designed to maximise your enjoyment of these world beating games! 

The “New style” MYSTERIOUS ADVENTURES are currently available for the 
48K SPECTRUM, COMMODORE 64. More releases are planned this year which will include 
DRAGON 32, ORIC-1, APPLE I & Ile, ATARI, LYNX, MATTEL AQUARIUS, IBM PC etc. 

Please write or phone for availability. 



Utilities 

EPROM programmers 
etc. 2X81/Spectrum 

ROM-SP plugs into the back of the Spectrum and holds an 
EPROM with 8-16K of data. Camel also makes EPROM 
programmers including Bloprom-81 and the low-cost Promer- 
81, both for the ZX81. There’s also a no-frills RAM card. 
Untested. 

ROM-SP £34.44 
Bloprom-81 £79.95 

© The Microtext MUKBUS Card Frame System 

MUKBUS Spectrum 

Plugs into the rear edge connector to give a six-slot mother- 
board to use the range of Microtext interfaces, including a 
prototyping card. A power supply powers the MUKBUS Card 
Frame System together with interfaces, Spectrum and two 
micro floppy disc drives. Cards include floppy disc, RS-232/ 
Centronics, 80-column video, 64K page mapped memory and 
bar code reader interfaces. Untested. 

MUKBUS Card Frame £59.95 
Power supply £39.95 Microtext 

© Time Controller from Glanmire Electronics 

Time 
Controller 2X81/Spectrum 

Battery-powered clock for electronic diary with alarm, home 
controls, burglar alarm, sound effects and process control via 
eight programmable inputs and outputs. Software is in a 
PROM. Oneinstruction only is needed to read or writemonth, 
day, date, hours, minutes or seconds. Also available: ex- 
tension connector to add other peripherals. Untested. 

Glanmire Electronics 

FORTH ROM ZX81 

Plug-in ROM contains 12K of FIG-FORTH, parallel 1/0, 
multi-tasking FORTH operating system, Z80 assembler for 
machine code FORTH definitions, modem support, crystal- 
controlled baud rate generator for the RS-232 interface, 
machine code monitor, RS-232 and Centronics printer 
routines and 4K of additional ROM for future enhancements. 
Untested. Spectrum version due soon. 

£67.85 David Husband 

@ U-Microcomputers’ expansion bus with cards fitted 

Expansion 
bus cards Spectrum 

USP-232D card is a dual channel serial interface using 
Z80-DART processor. Includes software for LLIST and 
LPRINT and dumb terminal emulator and a 56-page manual. 
USP-I/O, a general pruposes parallel interface, provides 16 
‘output or input lines for uses such as plotters, music synthe- 
sisers, digital-analogue-digital converters, printers. Further 
cards also available, along with expansion bus. Untested. 

USP-232D £34.50 
USP-I/0 £29.90 

QE EEE 
U-Microcomputers 
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High resolution colour graphics facilities on 
micros provide outstanding opportunities for 
creative presentation of complex or irregular 
images. Maps, technical drawings, illustrations, 
even personalities can be accurately 
reproduced. But full use of these facilities is 
inhibited by the tedious and time-consuming 
plotting of individual coordinates. 

The RD Digital Tracer solves the problem of 
tedious plotting by providing genuinely instant 
transfer from original drawings to display file. 
But a Tracer does more than that... 

Unretouched hard copy from ZX printer, 

is supplied with 

software cassette 

The RD Digital Tracer 

ions on use. Itis 
wailable from Spectrum 

other computer shops, 
or direct from RD Laboratories. 

@ Instant Full Colour Image Transfer and Scaling 
foithful reproduction of any shape is produced on display file 
immediately, simply by moving the head ofthe Tracer over the 
original outline. Fast PAPER ond INK colour change is provided. 
The softwore also indudes an infinitely variable scaling routine. 

© Special Constructions 
Cirdes, lines, angles and rectangles can be rapidly sampled 
ond applied, bosed on any two Tracer input points. So 
windows and wheels, bar charts ond frames, and so on, can be 
added to outlines within seconds 

® Colour Fill and Texture 
Fast colour fill, or a choice of colour hatching can be added 
within outlined areas on the display. 

@ Text and Symbol Positioning 
Text, or user-defined symbols, can be positioned as desired, 
under the control of the tracing head. 

@ Display, Print, SAVE and Re-trace 
Besides colour display, drawings may be printed, and SAVED 
on cassette or video recorder!, And with the re-frace routine 
amazing animated presentations can be made. 

BBC Micro Tracer 
This Tracer version operates with the BBC 
Micro Model B, or suitably converted Model A 
computers, Itis suitable for all graphics modes 

3 Teletext, and a “colour palette’, which 
odified whilst the program is running, 

of complex GCOL colour 
19bis achieved over 

II A3 tracing area. Software is provided for 
al and parallel printers. The price of 

£69.95 includes P&P and VAT, (UK only) 

2s the user 

ZX Spectrum Tracer 
The ZX Spectrum Tracer (compatible witt 

1es with all ZX Spectrum 
J accessories, including 

ir printer and Microdrive. 

Original areas up to Ad may.be 
traced with a typical accuracy 

DX, better than 2 
The price of £55.50 
includes P8P and VAT. 

Address 
(UK only.) 

Cheque, payable to RD Loboratories Lid, for £. 
Send 
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@ This EPROM board for the Spectrum costs £19 from 
EPROM Services 

EPROMs etc. 2ZX81/Spectrum 

Among the range of add-ons from EROM Services is an 
EPROM board for up to 8K or 2K EPROM or 2K RAM ICs 
Also for the Spectrum is an Auto-Start unit which gives an 
automatic jump to location FD00 HEX on switch-on. ZX81 
EPROMS include rapid load/save, tool kit, disassembler, 
graphics, character set, monitor and others, Untested. 

EPROM board £19 
Auto-Start unit £9.95 
‘ZX81 EPROMS £9.95-£19 

@) 

EPROM - Card Spectrum 

Plugs inside to add 10 extra routines, including re-numbering, 
editing, character moving and variable dumping. Untested. 

EPROM Services 

£9.95 ‘Orme Electronics 

MX-8 2x81 

‘Two functions controlled by on-board switch: storage of up to 
10 programs to a total of 6K, plus 6K of extra RAM. Software 
in a 2K EPROM provides a monitor for system status. 
Untested. 

a Micro-Z 

Miscellaneous 

2X Micro- 
drive Spectrum, Interface 1 

I hardly need to expiain this one; I’m sure you have already 
drawn your own conclusions. To summarise: uses quarter- 
inch video-style tape to store around 90K in tiny cassettes, 48K 
can be loaded in aclaimed nine seconds, typical claimed access 
time 3.5 seconds, up to eight can be linked. Powered from the 
Spectrum, a red light shows when they are running. Not com- 
patible with the Microdrives built in on the new QL micro. 
Cartridges are £4.95 each. At present both Microdrives and 
cartridges are available only from Sinclair. Each } 
includes a cartridge with a sample program, 

£49.95 Sinclair 

RD Digital 
Tracer 2X81/Spectrum 

You can move an arm across a tracing sheet to “trace” your 
‘own designs, put them on the screen and save them to tape. 
Pretty accurate and well designed. But leave plenty of desk 
space before you start. 

£55.50 RD Labs 

== 

Micronet 800 Spectrum 

The VTX S000 modem, now in the shops and proving popular, 
connects your Spectrum to both Micronet and Prestel. 
Micronet can be pretty expensive to run for any amount of 
time because of phone charge, particularly during office 
hours, but ROM software is built in to allow you to easily 
download pages and ‘free’” software to tape or Microdrive. 

£99.95 plus local call costs Micronet 800 

= 

Zeaker 2X81/Spectrum 

A “buggy” which has more use in schools than in the home. 
Programmed in LOGO, it can be made to trundle around. A 
relatively inexpensive introduction to robotics 

£69.95 Colne Electronics 

ers temas | 

Power Supply 
Regulator and “Buzz” 
Omitter 2X81/Spectrum 

A silver-coloured box about the size of a cigarette packet 
which fits between the power supply and the printer. It stops 
the Spectrum “‘buzz’” and cures overheating problems found 
in the Sinclair machines. 

£8.95 P. R. Electronics 

© Up to eight Microdrives can be linked together 
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Atlast, 
the first joystick 

that puts the firing button 
where it should have been 

in the first place. uae & 
ae 

<TRIGA> 
COMMAND 

IS HERE! 

American 
Joystick is 
now available in 
the U.K.... oem 

To fit your 

onieqge nee 
¢ Including Interface to plug 
straight into the Spectrum. 
° The first Joystick to give 
you “Arcade” feel and control. 
° “Jet Style” heavy duty, 
diamond cut grip. 
° Fire Trigger placed under your 
index finger. . . the finger with 
the fastest reflex action. 
¢ Self centreing, 360° action. 
* Compatible with most of the 
latest Software including: 

NOTE: THIS IS ONLY A SMALL SELECTION OF THE 
MANY COMPATIBLE GAMES 

* Also available for Commodore/Atari 

x00 KE pet 0 Jour 

Spectrum Trigga Command 
VIC/CBM 64 Trigga Command 
Atari Trigga Command 
Interface Unit only* 
* To use with your own Joysticks with 
Spectrum 

ALLOW 7 DAYS LP+P 
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
24 HRS CREDIT CARD LINE 

27HOPE STREET, HANLEY, 
Poms STOKE-ON-TRENT 
RISES Fe cree 2818 



At last... A joystick that works! 
Cambridge Computing bring you the first programmable joystick~ 
ata price youcan afford. £34 90 

JOYSTICK INTERFACE 
Interface Settee 
(@ Easy to program 
© tkonboard memory 10 use program enables the interface 

toworkon ALL software (@ Own rear edge connector —for printers ete 
@ Keeps a record of all your games —so you © Compatte witha standard ’ ‘only need totellit about each game once! 

Joystick 
@ Settcentring 
@80 a microswitched action 

Telephone us now for your nearest stockist! eRe arena l= A eectce sacar cote 22 H 

«(CAMBRIDGE COMPUTING eee) Ig =e 
| 1 Ditton Walk, Cambridge CB5 802 Telephone 0223-214451 os zi 

ZX-81 
S Pp E CTRU M THE BEST AVAILABLE EXPANDABLE RAM PACK AT 

A THESE NEW LOW PRICE! 

* UPGRADES vt 16K 32K 
(ISSUE 2 MACHINES ONLY) £19.50 £34.00 TURN YOUR 16K SPECTRUM INTO A 48K FOR ONLY +45p Pap +45p P&P 

SPECTRUM/ZX-81 
FULLER FD42 
KEYBOARD 
FOR THE SPECTRUM OR 
2X-81, A42 KEY FULL 

SPECTRUM JOYSTICK Me hy A petux sovsiix CONTMOLLEN COMPLETE HTH INTERFACE KEYBOARD WHICH 
;CONTOURED che Roane 
Herero Ede caaneeeceraere 

Top controt £19.50 

‘SEND NOW TO. CALLERS weLcome 
FOX ELECTRONICS = *romwew 
141 Abbey Ri ingstok 0256 20671 
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Adams adaptors Spectrum 

These allow ZX81 add-ons'to be used on the Spectrum. They 
are bare boards which plug into the edge connector and pro- 
vide another. Excellent value considering the number of *81 
add-ons around. 

16K RAM adaptor, 
Adam Il and Eve (48K) £9 

Print ‘n’ Plotter 
Jotter Spectrum/2x81 

Excellent and original graphics design pad for the ZX 
computers. Allows easy drawing of shapes. Two designs 
included — high and low resolution for the Spectrum. 

ZX81 £3.50 
Spectrum £9.95 
ZX81 film £2.25 Print ’n’ Plotter Products 

QSAVE 2x81 

Software to speed up SAVE and LOAD on the slow ZX81 
Very reliable and useful 

£15.95 Pss 

Inverse Video Module 2x81 

The best white off black picture in my opinion, although it 
affects some televisions. Just solder three wires inside the 
ZX81. A toggle switch on the outside turns it on and off. 

fitted £7.50 
kit £4 D. Fritsch 

Cables Spectrum 

A range of ribbon cables, 9-12ins, with S6-way connectors 
which could be used, for example, to separate RAMpack from 
the computer. Also paddle board to convert female connector 
to male. Untested, 

Hawnt Electronics 

Monicron X81/Spectrum 

Designed for reliable and easy loading and saving to tape, both 
models feature an on-off switch and the Spectrum version has 
built-in amplifier. An enhanced Spectrum model has a2 watt 
amplifier and socket for external speaker. Untested. 

£15.95 
enhanced £16.75 MacQuillan Electronics 

© Plug in for high resolution with Digital Integration’s unit 

High Resolution 
Graphics Pack 2x81 

Contains a 2K EPROM holding the hi-res BASIC monitor to 
control a 256 by 192 pixel screen, with every pixel accessible. 
‘Commands like PAGE, PLOT and SCROLL can be used to 
define characters, draw and plot. There is also a complete 
lower-case character set for word processing — but you would 
be well advised to buy an extension keyboard to use this 
feature. Compatible with ZX Printer. Schools discount, 
Untested. 

£38.95 Digital Integration 

Battpack 2X81/Spectrum 

Said to eliminate problems caused by varying voltage, 
Battpack comprises a rechargeable nine voli battery and 
transient suppressor. Untested. 

£13.95 Adaptors and Eliminators 

Masterplug 2X81/Spectrum 

Allows four devices to be connected — for example, TV, 
recorder, computer, printer — to one mains outlet. Supplied 
with 1.5m mains lead with plug and four other plugs. In- 
expensive. Untested. 

£10.99 H&K Supplies 

Arab RAM X81 

Fits between the ZX81 and a RAMpack to give a complete set 
of characters, keywords and functions in an Arabic version of 
BASIC called Saudia. Writing and evaluation of decimal 
numbers is from right to left. Includes instruction booklet and 
keyboard overlays are available. 

n/a Autoram 
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@ Arab RAM gives an Arabic version of BASIC 

ight pen Spectrum 

Easy to use and inexpensive. Plugs into the ear socket and uses 
16 commands, chosen from an on-screen menu. Among the 
features: change colour — border, paper and ink — draw 
circles, boxes, lines, fill, insert text, draw frechand. Five 
sereens can be stored on the 48K Spectrum and used to 
simulate a sort of animation. 

Spectrum Floppy disc card 

Card which, says Technology Research, will work with any 
Shugart standard dise drive or Micro Disc I drives. 

n/a ‘Technology Research 

High-resolution board 2X81 
Fits between computer and screen to give a fully-program- 
mable 256 by 192 resolution on screen, says Digital Integra- 
tion. Uses 6.5K and has its own 2K EPROM. Untested. 
£38.95 

@ ES 

zx 
Tape Loader 2X81/Spectrum 

Small box with a meter and three-position switch for Load, 
Off and SAVE plus an LED which indicates when the switch is 
in Load position, Needs a PP3 battery. It can beleft in position 
permanently. In tests by an HCW reviewer, it loaded and saved 
perfectly several old tapes previously put aside as unloadable. 

£14.99 

Floppy disc controller 2x81 

Analogue says its floppy disc controller is compatible with 
single or double density Shugart Sin drives, the Japanese 3in 
drives and the 3in MCD Hungarian drives. 

£40 approx Analogue 

® Se ret 

Printers 

2X Printer 2X81/Spectrum 
Quality leaves a lot to be desired, but the ZX Printer needs no 
power supply — it plugs straight into the back of the computer 
— and is very cheap. It works by spark erasure on metallised 
paper 4'in wide. 

© ZX Printer — the original 

Alphacom 32 2X81/Spectrum 

Faster, quieter and clearer than the ZX Printer — but at £20 
more. The Alphacom 32is imported from America where it is 
used with the Timex version of the ZX81. Unlike the Sinclair 
‘model, it uses its own power supply (supplied). It supports all 
the Sinclair commands and prints in blue on white paper in 
slightly thinner and taller characters. The paper is much 
cheaper: £1 for a 2Sm roll. Untested. 

£59.95 Dean Electronics 

© From America, the Alphacom 32 printer 
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MICRO 
SYSTEMS 

Fuller Micro Systems 
The ZX Centre, 71 Dale Street, 
Liverpool 2. Tel: 051-236 6109. 



A 
Advanced Digital Systems, 9 Bon- 

church Road, Portsmouth, 
. Hants SOS 8LA 

AGF Hardware, 26 Van Gogh 
Place, Bognor Regis, West 
‘Sussex PO22 9BY 

Addpac Electronics, 22 Watling 
treet East, Towcester, 

Northants NNI2 7AF 
Adaptors and Eliminators, 14 

james Street, Louth, Lines 
Autoram, P.O. Box 147, Jeddah, 

Saudi Arabia 
Atari (UK), Atari House, Railway 

Terrace, Slough, Berks SL2 SBZ 
‘Steven Adams, I’ Leswin Road, 

London NI6 7NL 
Audio Computers, 87 Bournemouth 

Park Road, Southend, Essex 

Basicare, 12 Rickett Street, London 
SWOIRU 

Bi-Pak, P.O. Box 6, Ware, Herts 

( 
Camel (Cambridge Microelec- 

tronics), 1 Milton Road, Cam- 
bridge CB4 1UY 

Cobra Technology, 378 Caldeonian 
Road, London NI LDY 

Computerlock, 2 Wychperry Road, 
faywards Heath, West Sussex 

RHIG IHD 
Computer Keyboards, Glendale 

Park, Firmbank Road, Ascot, 
Berks 

Consumer Electronics, Failsworth, 
‘Manchester M35 OHS 

Colne Electronics, | Station Road, 
Twickenham, Middx TW1 4LL 

Computer Cases, 44 Waters Edge, 
148 Wellesley Road, Chiswick, 
London 

Currah, Greythorp Industrial 
Estate, Hartlepool, Cleveland 
7525 2DF 

Cheetah Marketing, 359 The 
Strand, London WC2 

Compusound, 32 Langley Close. 
tedditch, Wores B98 OET 

Ricky Caplan, 87 Granville Park, 
Lewisham, London SE13 7D’ 

E.R. Cameron & Son, H/O 9 The 
ig ed EELS 

D 
dk’ Tronics, 23 Sussex Road, 

Gorleston, Great Yarmouth, 
Norfolk 

Dean Electronics, Glendale Park, 
Fernbank Road, Ascot, Berks 
SLS 8JB 

Digital Integration, 22 Ash Church 
Boag, Aldershot, Hons GUIZ 

Delta Research, 15 Church Street, 
Basingstoke, Hants RG2 10G 

Data-assette, 44 Shroton Street, 
London NWI 

DCP Microdevelopment, 2 Station 
Close, Lingwood, Norwich 
NRI3 4AX 

E 
E.E.C., ? Whitehouse Close, Chal- 

Jont St Peter, Bucks SL90DA 

Euroelectronics, Monteller Street, 
Retreat, Cheltenham 

Electrotech, 2 Heath Close, 
Winston Hill, Luton, Beds 

East London Robotics, Gate 11, 
Royal Albert Dock, London E16 

Elinea Products, Lyon Works, 
Capel Street, Sheffield, South 
Yorks 

EPROM Services, 3 Wedgewood 
Drive, Leeds LS8 IEF 

F 
Fountain Computers, Darvill Road, 

Ropley, Alresford, Hants 
F. B. Tronies, Unit 2, Park Brook 

Industrial Estate,’ Park Street, 
Lye, Stourbirdge, West Mid- 
lands DY9 85S 

Filesixty, 25 Chippenham Mews, 
London W92AN 

D. Fritsch, 2 Station Road, Thel- 
wall, Cheshire 

Peter Furlong, Unit 5S, South Coast 
Road, Industrial Estate, Peace- 
have, East Sussex BN9 8NA 

Fuller Micro Systems, 71 Dale 
Street, Liverpool 2 

Fox Electronics, 141 Abbey Road, 
Basingstoke, Hants 

G 
Glanmire Electronics, Westley 

House, Trinity Avenue, Bush 
Hill Park, Enfield, Middx EN1 
IPH 

H 
David Husband, 2 Gorleston Road, 

Branksome, Poole, Dorset 
BHI2 INW 

Hypnotech, 3 West Val 
‘South Wirral L64 9SE 

H. & Ky Supplies, 322 Guildford 
Road, Bisley, Surrey GU24 9AD 

Hawnt Electronics, Firswood Road, 
Birmingham B33 0TQ 

Hilderbay, 8/10 Parkway, London 
NWI TAA 

‘Neston, 

Indescomp, P. Castellana, 179. 
1. Madrid 16 (phone 01034 279 
3105) 

J 
IRS Software, 19 Wayside Avenue, 

Worthing S024 0BW 

K 
Kalenia Wood Products, 4/6 Auck- 

land Street, Burslem, Stoke-on- 
Trent ST6 2AX 

Kelwood Computer Cases, Downs 
Row, Moorgate, Rotherham, 
South Yorks S60 2HD 

Kempston Micro Electronics, Unit 
30, Singer Way, Woburn Road 
Industrial Estate, Kempston, 
Bedford MK42 7AF 

M 
Micro Z, P.O. Box 83, Exeter, 

‘Devon EX4 TAF 
Memotech, Station Lane, Witney, 

Oxon OX8 6BX 
Microtext UK, Highland House, 18- 

24 John Street, Luton, Beds LUI 

Wigston Magna, Leics 
LES iRL 

Micro Aids, Distribution Centre, 
Beech House, Hob Hey Lane, 
Culcheth, Warrington, Cheshire 
WA34LN 

Micro Power, 8/8A Regent Street, 
‘Chapel Allerton, Leeds LS7 4PE 

Micronet 800, Scriptor Court, 155 
Farringdon Road, London 
ECIR3AD 

Memotech, Station Lane, Witney, 
‘Oxon OX8 6DX 

Midveich Computer Co, Rickinghall 
House, Rickinghall, Suffolk 
1P221HH 

fe} 
Orme Electronics, 2 Barriper Road, 

Cambourne, Cornwall TR14 
70N 

p 
Print ‘n* Plotter Products, 19 

Borough High Street, London 
SEI 9SE 

Protek Computing. 1A Young 
Square, Brucefield Industrial 
Estate, Livingston, West 
Lothian 

PR Electronics, 14 Bretby Close, 
Doncaster, ‘South Yorks DN4 
EL 

Possum Controls, Middlegreen 
Road, Langley, Slough, Berks 
SL3 6DF 

PH Scientific Products, 9 South- 
field, Welwyn Garden City, 
Herts 

PSS, 452 Stoney Stanton Road, 
Coventry CV6 SDG 

Petron Electronics, Courtlands 
Road, Newton Abbot, Devon 
TQI2 2A 

R 
RD Labs, 20 Court Road Estate, 

Cwmbran, Gwent 
Ram Electronics, 106 Fleet Road, 

Fleet, hants GU13 8PA 

s 
William Stuart Systems, Quarley 

Down House. Cholderton, Salis- 
bury, Wilts SP4 OD2 

Signpost, 166A Glynn Road, 
London ES 

Steatite Insulations, Hagley House, 
Hagley Road, Birmingham B16 

Softest, 10 Richmond Lane, 
‘Romsey, Hants SOS 8LA 

Softeach, 25 College Road, 
Reading, Berks RG6 10E 

Success Services, 154 High Street, 
Bloxwich, Walsall, West Mid- 
lands WS13 3JT 

Stonechip Electronics, Unit 9, 
Brook Trading Estate, Dead- 
brook Lane, Aldershot, Hants 
GUI2 4XB 

Sinclair Research, Stanhope Road, 
Camberley, Surrey GUIS 3PS 

Spirit Instruments, Heybridge, 
Maldon, Essex 

T 

Timedata, 16 Hemmels, Laindon, 
Essex $815 6ED 

Tactile, Wraith, 32 Elmfield, Kings. 
wood, Bristol BSIS 28S 

Traffic Technology, P.O. Box 2, 
Yarminster, Wilts BA12 70X 

Treetop Designs, 61 Widmore Road, 
Bromley, Kent 

Technology Research, 57 Brockley 
Rise, London SE23 

U 
U-Microcomputers, Winstanley 

Industrial Estate, Long Lane, Warrington, Cheshire WA2 8PR 

V 
Voltmace, Park Drive, Baldock, 

Herts SG7OEW 

Zz: 

Zeal Marketing, Vanguard Tradi 
Estate, Storforth Lane, Chester- 
Sield $40.27Z 

AZ 
Amendments to this guide should 
be sent to Sinclair Add-Ons, Home 
Computing Weekly, No. 1 Golden 

Square, London W1R 3AB 
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SPECTRUM <%, 
JOYSTICK INTERFACE ~~ 

(TWO-YEAR GUARANTEE) 

ROBUST QUICKSHOT 
JOYSTICK | JOYSTICK 

se 

FROM: RAM ELECTRONICS (FLEET) LTD ( '“" ), 106 Fleet Road, Fleet 
Hampshire GU13 8PA. (02514) 5858 

Send cheque or postal orders or ring with your Access or Visa card number 

JE II III II III TO III IIIS III III IIIT IT I I IIIS IS IISA II IIIA I A. 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT 
PLEASE ADD £1 p&p 
(OVERSEAS ORDERS £3) 

lenclose £ 

Enter quantity required in box 

Spectrum Joystick Interface @ £9.95 

Robust Joystick @ £9.75 

Quickshot Joystick @ £11.95 

Interface + Robust Joystick @ £18.50 

Interface + Quickshot Joystick @ £19.95 

Vic 20 standard 16K ram pack @ £27.95 

Vic 20 switched 16/3K ram pack @ £34.95 

Vic 20 switched 32/16/3K ram pack @ £49.95 

Charge my Access/Visa £ 

Name.... 

Address 

eee srrreersseros cy 

pocecreecoesecroscerres 

* 
* ~¥ 

x x***** Joystick Interface and ram packs carry an unbeatable two-year guarantee **k keke 

TO: RAM ELECTRONICS (FLEET) LTD ( cw), 106 Fleet Road, Fleet, Hants GU13 8PA 

(Credit card payment for goods by return post.) 



SI paige 

A.J. DENNING 
(DUPLICATORS) 

GUALITY CONTROLLED CASSETTE DUPLICATING 

QUALITY & SERVICE AT COMPETITIVE RATES 

QUALITY 
Constant Stringent checks Made Throughout 

Production 

SERVICE 
Despatched Normally Within 10 Days From Receipt 

Of Master. 

PRICE 
C10 From 28p Including Case. 
C15 From 31p Including Case. 

CONTACT US NOW FOR YOUR PERSONAL QUOTATION 

Ad, DENNING (DUPLICATORS) 

19 The Crescent, 
Henleaze, 
Bristol 

BS9 4RW Tel (0272) 623267 

HEARING IS BELIEVING 

Tele Sound 
SPECTRUM BEEP BOOSTER 
TELESOUND is ready built and _TELESOUND has been designed tested so that you can get the using the very latest ultra full sound of your Spectrum miniature components so it's through any unmodified size is an incredible 2x1.31 lcm, television set, black and white and fits neatly inside the Spectrum, or colour. The unit is easy to Three easy push-on fit in minutes without connections are made to the previous experience a: Spectrum. The connections fitting instructions are are clearly shown, provided diagram that comes 

full fitting instructions 
TELESOUND FEATURES 

No SOLDERING On CASE CUTTING aEqutED, ATE POWCE SUPPLY MOT REQUIRED. SVCOMPATIOLE WITH ALL OTHER, ADD-ONS 
TELESOUND comes complete with easy to follow fitting instructions and costs £9.95 inclusive of post, packing etc. Please state your computer when ordering. 

COMPUSOUND 
a 

32 - 33 LANGLEY CLOSE, REDDITCH, WORCESTERSHIRE. 
B98 OET. TELEPHONE: (0527) 21429 (21439 Answerphone) 

Overseas and Trade Enquiries 
Welcome 

VALUE thats 
out of this.world. 

50 GAMES ON ONE CASSETTE 
DRAGON: E7EI@ aie Spectrum‘ @gappia’ ATARI ORICA 2x87. VICE 2O 

possible to 
y tell you everything 

about the 50 games on 

Name 
Address 

people of all ages e 
will provide ma fl 

| Country 

Post Code 

p22slers & Stockists enquiries welcome. 

EXPRESS DELIVERY ar tops lecnioes Schosospcottondartor sf 
ORDER NOW € Cascade Gammes Lid 

Prease debit 
my SPT No. 

srecrmum [] one (] xe] we Ty] 

5 Coscade Games Ltd Fe ge Set arinrars Gscent arose, North Yorkshire, HG 586. England case 
= Drm! Telephone: (0423) 504526, Hews 
———-—------- 
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Wind | °L¢-4 [ Sentry te 
st HIE. Pavel Comper HAGA 

GOOGO EompeTirion 
1st PRIZE : MICROVITEC CUB 14” SPECTRUM COLOUR MONITOR 

5 x 2nd PRIZE : TRICKSTICK & INTERFACE 

40 x 3rd PRIZE : PAINTBOX SOFTWARE 

PE CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 0382 88833 
PN SOFTRICKS, 1 ROWAN PLACE, DUNDEE DD3 0PH 



ar ee a SS ee 
SPECTRUM PROGRAM 

How it works Variables 
Iset high score, turn off key- 7 X.Y co-ordinates of man 

voice (speech) QW co-ordinates of leaf travel- 
10-90 display instructions ete jing horizontally 
100-105 initialise variables R,D co-ordinates of falling leaf 
110-150 screen display SC score 
200-700 main loop: checks. for HI high score 

graphics unit 
2000-2040 routine for completion L level ‘of each sereen eS SE) 
3000-3050 end of game the Currah Micro-Speech system 6000 tune . ys 
S000 says “help” if man has|| Strangely enough, the only way | 2" worry if you haven't got one... the program will still run 
with Curahspechguien || YOU Can get home is up ladders. | normally on any Spectrum, 

But watch out for the leaves in 
Youmustreach your houseatthe | lark Richardson's program for Hints on conversion 
top of the screen by jumping up commands 
the ladders. But, alas, life isn't | @ither Spectrum. Currah Micro EEP sound 

co-ordinates (32 by tea ple Soman abe Jay Speech is optional BORDER, PAPER and I over the leaves on the way. RDER, 
You can choose your own keys commands 

for movement — the instructions Fetes Al neraglabe sr pkey 

eae ipthe ears graphics and can be 
Another feature of this pro- piaberetie 

‘gram is that it is compatible with 
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~”* BBC SPEECH 
PRICE [ae abagien wae 

— a Speech Synthesizer For \ 
ae The BBC Computer 

Totally unlimited vocabulary is now possible with the revolutionary 
“SWEET TALKER" Speech Synthesizer for the B.B.C. A or B Microcomputer, any series. < 
‘The CHEETAH “SWEET TALKER" simply plugs into speech socket IC99 within the compute! 
No soldering, no cutting of tracks, no headaches. 
Based on an allophone system you can easily program any word, sentence or phrase and 4 
incorporate speech into your software games. 4 
Fully tested and guaranteed. 
Complete with demonstration cassette and full instructions. 

UPGRADE YOUR 

ZX SPECTRUM NOW! 

The CHEETAH 32K Rampack simply plugs into 

the user port at the rear of your computer 

and increases the memory instantly to 48K. 

Now make your 
SPECTRUM 

and ZX81 Talk! 
The CHEETAH “Sweet Talker’ just plugs into the backofthecomputerusing the existing Power supply. Based on an allophone system you can easily program any word, 

ully cased, tested, guarant: compatible with all accessories via rear edge connector. Complete with demonstration 
fe and full instructions, 

No more lonely nights! 

© Fully compatible with all accessories 
via rear edge connector. 

@ No need to open computer and 
invalidate guarantee. 

@ Why send your computer away and wait 

weeks for upgrade. 

@ Fully cased, t d and guarante: 

P Terrific Why wait Valu 

any poten at " 
ONLY 

£39.95 
inc. VAT and p&p 

when ordering please quote 
whether Spectrum or ZX81 owner. 

Also available: 
16K Rampack for ZX81...... £19.75 64K Rampack for ZX81...... £44.75 
Prices include VAT, Postage and Packing. Delivery normally 14 days. Export orders 

at no extra cost. Dealer enquiries welcome. 

Send cheque/PO now to:- Cheetah, products available from CHEETAH vet EI SIS 
MARKETING LIMITED WHSMITH @ 

ga Bay Street, Rumbelows 
London EC1. Tel: 01278 6954 and all good computer shops 
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SPREAD THE WORD. 

; 

EXPERIENCE THE DEVASTATING SOUND OF MICROSPEECH ON YOUR SPECTRUM. 
py EVERYONE FINDS IT FUN BECAUSE IT’S EASY TO USE 

(it says any word you want it to say) 
by EXCLUSIVE TECHNOLOGY MEANS ALL SOUND IS NOW PUT THROUGH YOUR TV 

SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES AND THE GAMES WITH SPEECH. 

QUICKSILVA..Mined Out 
CRYSTAL..The Island, 

OCEAN..Mr Wimpy..Hunchback..Moon Alert 

CDS,, Time Bomb. 
MOGUL..Las Vegas Lady. 

ULTIMATE. Lunar Jetman......BUG BYTE, Birds and the Bees, 
ROMIK..2D Monster Chase, Shark Attack,.Colour Clash... MARTECH. Blastermind. 

LYVERSOFT..Lunar Rescue... RITANNIA. Grand Prix Driver, 
MR MICRO..Crazy Golf. Punchy..Harlequin.....KTRONICS, Maziacs. 

DIGITAL FANTASIA. Mysterious Adventures (Parts 1-10) 
ARCADIA.. Mushroom Mania.....PSS..Blade Alley, 

AND THIS ISN'T THE END OF IT! 
NEW PROGRAMS FROM 
POSTERN 
VIRGIN 
SALAMANDER 
VISIONS 
INCENTIVE 
MIKROGEN 
SOFTEK 
ABBEX a 
ANIROG \\ 
AUTOMATA \ 
HEWSON CONSULTANTS \ 
RICHARD SHEPHERD 
SOFTWARE PROJECTS 
THOR 
FANTASY 
MICROMANIA 
M.C.LOTHLORIEN 

WILL BE APPEARING SOON 

AVAILABLE FROM COMPUTER DEALERS NATIONWIDE INCLUDING 
COMET . W.H.SMITH . JOHNMENZIES . WOOLWORTHS . GREENS . SPECTRUM 

You won't wait long when you order from us! 
Send to: MICRO SPEECH OFFER, P.O.BOX 1, GATESHEAD NEB 1AJ 
or telephone: NEWCASTLE (0632) 824683 COMPLETE DETAILS ARE ON OUR LEAFLET 

PICK ONE UP FROM ANY STORE 

: ore £29.95 ONLY . EACH 

Name (Print 
Address 

Postcode. rire 
| enclose Cheque/Postal Order payable to “Micro Speech Offer” including. FREE SPEECH GAME “MYSTIC TOWER” 

2 » COMPREHENSIVE MANUAL 
p DEMO CASSETTE 

fr debit my Barclaycard/Access account No. 
hin 10 days of por 

Signed, 


